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Background and Objectives: Our experience in 

Ukraine indicates that the vast majority of 

individuals seeking information concerning 

teratogens have limited grasp of English. To 

address this gap, we created a teratology 

information system in Ukrainian (UTIS). 

Methods:  Develop UTIS under the direction of a 

clinical geneticist appointed by an advisory group 

of professionals. The priority of UTIS is the 

development of factsheets (F). The emphasis is on 

prescription drugs. Gradually, the F scope is being 

expanded to include other teratogenic risk factors. 

Each F includes a synthesis aimed at primary care 

physicians although redacted in a manner as 

comprehensible as possible to the public. The scope 

of F includes limited suggestions for clinical and 

family assessments. Contents of F represent 

adaptations (not passive translations) from a variety 

of sources, in particular, those from OTIS 

(Organization of Teratology Information 

Specialists), Reprotox (Reproductive Toxicology 

Center) facilitated by collaboration agreements. 

Revisions of F are triennially. 

Results: The number of yearly visits was 3,527, 

13,954, 26,252 during 2016-2018. Inquiries 

stemmed from Kyiv (the capital), 23,488 (38%), 

and 62% originated from every province of the 

country. Also of interest is that 65,748 visitors 

reviewed 136,380 F. We received 800 evaluations 

which ranked UTIS as excellent (30%), good 

(51%), satisfactory (15%), and poor or bad (4%) 

(http://utis.in.ua/). 

Discussion and Conclusions: We conclude that 

UTIS is a successful implementation and a valuable 

component of OMNI-Net programs, in particular 

those concerned with prevention, reduction and 

amelioration of human developmental anomalies in 

Ukraine. We presume that the process and 

experience concerning UTIS may be of interest to 

others. Finally, UTIS provides a countrywide 

communication with a large number of people 

concerned about developmental anomalies that may 

be interested in additional OMNI-Net capacities. 
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